Structural multilayering and grading has been designed to improve the contact loadbearing resistance of ultrafine-grained materials. The contact load-bearing response and surface damage resistance of multilayered hierarchical structured (MHSed) Ti were evaluated by experimental indentation on the overall loading response in conjunction with detailed computational simulations of local stresses and strain distribution. The combination of a hard outer layer, a gradual transition layer and a compliant core results in reduced indentation depth, but a deeper and more diffuse sub-surface plastic deformation zone, compared to the monolithic nanostructured Ti. The macroscopic indentation resistance of MHSed Ti is controlled by the underlying micromechanics of the multilayered hierarchical structure. The finite element analysis (FEA) revealed the multilayered hierarchical structure offers the effective macroscopic mechanical contact loading resistance, where the indenter increasingly "senses" the more compliant core to bear the deformation as the load increases. The structural multilayering modifies the stress and strain redistribution and effectively reduces the maximum stress concentration within the material. The structural grading provide a transitional junction for stress and plastic deformation redistribution and achieve more gradual stress distributions between component layers which mitigates the interface failure, increases the interfacial toughness, thus providing strong resistance to loading damage.
Introduction
Materials with high contact damage resistance are extensively required in aerospace and aircraft, vehicle industry, microelectro-mechanical systems and devices, cutting tools and bulletproof vests [1, 2] . An approach for improved resistance to surface contact damage is to design surface gradations in composition, microstructure and elastic and/or plastic properties [2] [3] [4] . Such design provide effective means to enhance materials contact damage resistance through redistribution of thermal and/or mechanical stresses, elimination of interface-induced stress concentrations and reduction in the local crack driving force [5] [6] [7] [8] . Nature is a master in the design of sophisticated hierarchical structured materials which provide excellent damage resistance [9] . A typical example is the material structural design principle found in a fish armor [10] . In response to predatory threats, fish are protected by armor scales consisting of four distinct reinforcing layers of organic/inorganic nanocomposites with hardness and modulus decreasing gradually from the outer to the inner layers. The juxtaposition of multiple reinforcing composite layers and the gradations, both in microstructure and mechanical properties within and between material layers, provides a more compliant protective mechanism than the monolithic counterpart [10] .
Inspired from the material structural design principle discovered in natural/biological systems, materials scientists have generated enormous interest in replicating natural/biological structures with excellent damage resistance than their conventional counterparts. Over the past 2 decades, significant progress has been made in synthesis and fabrication of materials with graded properties over multiple length scales. Elastically graded materials (EGMs), where the materials have gradient in elastic modulus as a function of depth beneath the surface, were synthesized by controlled infiltration of aluminosilicate or oxynitride glass into polycrystalline ceramic matrix, which offered superior resistance to contact damage than either constituent ceramic matrix or glass [11] [12] [13] . Plastically graded materials (PGMs) were produced by increasing or decreasing the grain size within the nanocrystalline or microcrystalline range to create a linear gradation of yield strength as a function of depth below the material surface according to classical Hall-Petch effect [3] . The benefit of the gradient effect on the stress-strain and deformation response under normal indentation have been demonstrated by analytical [14] , computational [15] [16] [17] and experimental studies [18, 19] .
In our recent work [20] , we extended the EGM/PGM concept to design a multilayered hierarchical structure (MHS) on Ti. By the application of Surface Mechanical Attrition Treatment (SMAT) [21] to cryorolled Ti, a three-layered structure formed consisting of an outer amorphous/nanocrystallite (A/NC) layer, an inner nanograined (NG) layer and ultrafine-grained (UFG) core [20] . Nanoindentation through the cross-section of the multilayered hierarchical structured (MHSed) Ti revealed a gradual decrease in hardness and modulus within and between each successive structural layer [20] . These properties correlate with the microstructure characteristics and the design principle found in natural systems, such as fish armor [10] . The work hardening of the MHSed Ti was improved largely by such structural design [20] . Moreover, the gradations in structure and properties, pore and crack-free nature and the inherently damage tolerant top A/NC layer of MHSed Ti are expected to benefit the contact deformation and damage resistance of MHSed Ti.
Studies of the effects of microstructural, compositional, and property gradients on the overall elastic-plastic response under contact loading are an area of great interest, and much progress has been achieved in the fundamental understanding of graded surface damage resistance [2] . However, systematic investigations of the multilayered hierarchical structure on indentation response, contact damage resistance and contact surface failure of graded ultrafine-grained (UFG) metal, in particular with regards to the structural multilayering and grading, have not been investigated by multiscale experimental and computational approaches and the mechanism of the contact load-bearing response in these situations is also largely unknown.
In this Chapter, we focus on the contact load-bearing response and surface damage resistance of MHSed Ti relative to monolithic nanostructured Ti. Through experimental investigations and computational simulations of local stress and strain distributions, the mechanism of the contact load-bearing response of MHSed Ti is explored. These results provide clear evidence of improved contact load-bearing capacities through structural multilayering and grading. Such information is of practical value for the design of UFG materials with excellent contact load-bearing capacities for engineering applications.
Experimental procedures
The MHSed Ti was produced by the following experimental procedures. A commercial Ti plate (Grade 2) with 36 mm in thickness was cryogenically rolled to 5 mm with per reduction of ∼2 mm. The detailed microstructure characterizations of the cryorolled Ti have been given elsewhere [22] . The cryorolled workpiece then was cut parallel to the rolling direction (RD) to a rectangular bar with dimensions of 5 × 5 × 90 mm 3 . Subsequently, one lateral surface of the rectangular bar was subjected to SMAT. The SMAT process was performed in a low vacuum condition using hardened stainless steel balls (8 mm in diameter) at a vibration frequency of 50 Hz for 60 min. The detailed MHS process can be found in [20] . The production of monolithic NG Ti has been given in [22] . Figure 1a shows a schematic illustration of the nanoindentation and contact load-bearing testing. Nanoindentation experiments were carried out at ambient temperature using an UMIS indentation system with a Berkovich diamond tip at a strain rate of 5 × 10 −2 s −1 and a maximum load of 20 mN. Before testing, the cross-sectional surface was polished to 0.5 μm diamond suspension finish. The values of the nanoindentation hardness and modulus quoted here were the average of 10 measurements on the cross-sectional surface. Before Vickers microhardness and load-bearing testing, artifacts on the surface caused by MHS process were carefully removed by polishing to 0.5 μm diamond suspension finish (removal thickness < 2 μm). Vickers microhardness testing was conducted using a microhardness tester (FM 700) under a load of 0.5, 1, 3, 5, 10 N on the MHSed surface at more than 10 points and the average values were reported here. Load-bearing testing was conducted with a spherical tungsten carbide (WC) indenter with diameter of 1.5 mm in ambient conditions. The WC indenter had an elastic modulus of 640 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.26. The indenter came into contact with the specimen surface and was loaded to a maximum load of 1000 N at a loading rate of 1000 N/s.
Microstructural and damage observations were conducted using a field-emission gun scanning electron microscope (SEM) Zeiss Supra 55VP operated at 10 kV and a transmission electron microscope (TEM) Jeol JEM 2100 operated at 200 kV.
A two-dimensional axisymmetric model was developed to simulate the ball indentation using Abaqus v6.10. The specimens were modeled as isotropic, elastic-perfectly plastic following the large-deformation theory. The finite element mesh contained 42,163 four-node bilinear axisymmetric quadrilateral elements (CAX4R), with a refined mesh in the indentation region (Figure 1b) . Mesh convergence was verified by comparing load-depth curves and stress contours using models with element number ranging from 11,183 to 42,163. A user subroutine UMAT was developed to take into account the gradation of material properties, in which the discrete and gradient model parameters were assigned to elements based on their distance from the surface (see later for further details). The ball indenter was modeled as a rigid body, and the contact between the indenter and specimen was assumed frictionless. A maximum load of 1000 N was applied to indent the samples at a loading rate of 1000 N/s. The finite element analysis (FEA) of the microindentation adopted a similar methodology to the axisymmetric nanoindentation simulations. The Vickers indenter was modeled to be a conical rigid indenter with an apex angle of 70.3° and tip radius of 3.4 μm, which approximates a Vickers indenter tip.
Results

Microstructure
A SEM cross-sectional view of the MHSed Ti surface shows three-layered structure without sharp interfaces between the successive layers (Figure 2a) . TEM analysis revealed that the ∼30 μm thick top layer was composed of a bright phase matrix and a discrete darker nanostructure (Figure 2b ). 
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The upper right inset taken from the bright matrix region exhibited a broad diffuse halo in a selected-area diffraction pattern (SAD), which is typical of a fully amorphous phase. The SAD pattern in the lower left inset taken from the interface between the bright and dark phases clearly demonstrates the presence of a nanocrystalline phase together with the amorphous phase. The NG layer (∼60 μm thick), situated beneath the A/NC layer, consisted of nanograins (Figure 2c) . The corresponding SAD pattern shows a ring pattern, demonstrating the nanostructure has random crystallographic orientations. The size of the nanograins was in the range from 5 to 80 nm with an average size of ∼40 nm (Figure 2e) . The UFG core is composed of ultrafine equiaxed grains with a grain size distribution of 50-250 nm (Figure 2d and f).
Mechanical gradations
Nanoindentation was used to measure the elastic and plastic mechanical properties spatially through the cross-section of the MHSed Ti. The elastic mismatch and delamination, commonly existed in other multilayered systems produced by deposition or coating, are two critical factors controlling crack confinement [23] . In contrast, due to the gradients in both the strain and strain rate induced by the cryorolling and SMAT process from the top surface to the inner core, the reported MHSed Ti is free from elastic mismatch and delamination between layers. Moreover the MHSed Ti possesses mechanical gradations within and between each successive layer. The Oliver-Pharr [24] indentation hardness H O-P (ranging from ∼5.3 to ∼3.2 GPa)
and modulus E O-P (ranging from ∼137 to ∼113 GPa) gradually decreased with the distance from the top surface to the core (Figure 3a and b) . The highest average indentation hardness (∼5.2 GPa) of the top A/NC layer is consistent with its microstructure which is composed of amorphous and nanocrystalline phases. The NG layer has nanograins compared with the A/ NC layer, but reduced grain size relative to the UFG core, consistent with the mechanical trend observed in Figure 3a and b. The UFG core, consists of ultrafine equiaxed grains with average grain size of ∼180 nm, thus has the lowest average indentation hardness (∼3.2 GPa). Figure 3c shows the SEM image of the residual indents after indentation unloading. The absence of radial or circumferential cracks confirms the plastic nature of the material layers. The mechanical gradations were calculated as the slope of datasets presented in Figure 3a .
With the distance from the outer surface to inner core, approximately negative linear gradations in both E O-P and H O-P were obtained within the top A/NC and the NG layers beneath. The UFG core, however, show no detectable gradation. Table 1 summarizes the gradations of E O-P and H O-P in each layer.
Contact load-bearing response
The experimental contact load-bearing response of the MHSed Ti and the monolithic NG Ti is shown in for the MHSed Ti is expected due to the high hardness and strength of the top A/NC layer. The residual impression radius for the MHSed Ti and the monolithic NG were measured to be 424 and 488 μm (Figure 4a and b) , respectively. A complete suppression of cracks in the MHSed material was clearly substantiated by SEM observations (Figure 4c) . In contrast, cracks (marked by white arrows) appeared to initiate at the contact edge of the indentation and propagate through the region in the monolithic NG Ti, most likely due to local stress concentrations (Figure 4d) .
Most of the plastic deformations of the tested materials occur within a semi-circular area as revealed by optical microscopy observation on the cross sections (Figure 4e-h) . The semi-circle represents an elastic-plastic deformation border and the semi-circular area can be considered as the plastic strain zone. The overall through-thickness impact impression of the MHSed Ti is comparatively much lower (Figure 4c ) than the monolithic NG Ti (Figure 4d) , however, the MHSed Ti yields a significant compliance and the elastic-plastic deformation border occurs at a greater depth compared with the monolithic NG material (Figure 4e and f) . The radius of the plastic strain zone for the MHSed Ti and monolithic NG Ti was established to be ∼530 μm and ∼460 μm, respectively. High magnification observations on the elastic-plastic strain boundary revealed that the MHSed Ti achieves more gradual strain redistribution than the monolithic NG Ti in which intense shear localization were found (Figure 4g and h) . The smooth transitional region for elastic-plastic deformation in the MHSed materials is the direct result of the multilayered structure accommodating the imposed load. These results suggest that the multilayered structure and the associated mechanical gradations in the material offer an advantageous mechanism for contact damage resistance.
Computational simulations
To better understand how the structural multilayering and grading influences the contact loadbearing behavior of the MHSed materials, an elastic-perfectly plastic finite element analysis (FEA) computational model was developed. Here the three-dimensional indenter geometry represented as two dimensional, axisymmetric and rigid has been simulated to fit the experimental nanoindentation loading-depth data for each layer. The extensive study showed that incorporating the post yield strain hardening (linear isotropic, linear kinematic and RambergOsgood isotropic hardening) into the models had a minimal effect on improving the prediction of the simulated data and the estimated yield strength [10] . Consequently, we assume zero hardening for plastic behavior and that the material deformation is elastic-perfectly plastic. This is a simple and effective approach to describe the mechanical behavior of the material. In these simulations, the FEA-predicted unloading slope was selected to match the experimentally calculated average E O-P for each layer (Figure 3b) . Various material yield strengths (σ Y ) were chosen to determine the optimal value at which the FEA-predicted load and unload-depth curve best fits the experimental load and unload-depth curve. The averaged experimental load-depth curves (solid line in Figure 5 ) were selected from the experimental nanoindentation load-depth curve dataset, whose unloading slope represents the average indentation modulus for each layer presented in Figure 3b . In the initial simulations, the yield strength of each layer was based on results from our earlier work using micro-compression testing [20] . Using such yield strength, the simulated load-depth curve (dash line in Figure 5 ) was obtained and compared to the averaged experimental curve. By adjusting the yield strength value and iteratively repeating the simulations until the simulated and experimental curves correlated (Figure 5) , the yield strength for each layer was determined. Figure 5 shows the FEA simulations best fit the averaged experimental load-depth curve for each component layer. All the component layers exhibit mechanical hysteresis and energy dissipation (calculated as the area of the average experimental load-depth curves), which increased with the distance from the outer layer. The good agreement between the experimental data and the computational simulations gives the material yield strength σ Y values of 1.76, 1.38 and 1.15 GPa for the A/NC layer, the NG layer and the UFG core, respectively.
In our FEA simulations, the effects of the structural multilayering and grading on the largelength-scale mechanical indentation of the MHSed Ti were explored by constructing two axisymmetric two-dimensional FEA models. The first "discrete" model consisted of a MHS of three layers with thicknesses matching their experimentally measured values (Figure 6a, left) . In the discrete model, each layer was assumed to possess isotropic, elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive behavior with E and σ Y taken as those calculated from FEA simulations of the averaged loadingdepth data in Figure 5 . The second "gradient" model is also composed of the three component layers with thickness corresponding to their experimental values and assumed isotropic elasticperfectly plastic material property, but incorporates linear gradations ( Table 1 ) in E (scaled by the measured E O-P gradation) and σ Y (scaled by the measured H O-P gradation) within the material layers (Figure 6a, right) . Figure 6b shows the FEA simulation results of these two models compared with three simulations of the single homogeneous component layer of the A/NC, NG layers and the UFG core. The predications of these two multilayered models show similar loaddepth behavior and both fell in between the simulation of the A/NC and the NG layers.
Based on the FEA simulations, the mechanical behavior of the MHS material was explored by deducing each load-depth performance to an effective O-P modulus, effective microhardness and energy dissipation. The effective modulus and hardness predicted for the two models (discrete and gradient systems) showed a loading-dependency, which is not the case for the single homogeneous systems (Figure 6c and d) . The effective modulus and hardness for discrete and gradient systems decreased nonlinearly between that of the A/NC layer at small loads and the values corresponding to UFG core at maximum load of 10 N. Good agreement in the magnitude and the load dependency was achieved between the effective hardness and the experimentally measured microhardness (Figure 6d) . The effective energy dissipation of these two models was found to increase with increasing load and all fell in between the A/NC layer and the UFG core (Figure 6e) .
Strain and stress simulation
The contact load-bearing behavior of the MHSed Ti was further assessed using FEA to simulate the stress and strain distributions within the materials. Figure 7 shows the stresses and corresponding equivalent plastic strain contours after unloading (maximum load of 1000 N) for the simulated multilayered systems (discrete and gradient) as compared with that of the monolithic NG material. As presented by the color contours, both the stresses and the equivalent strains exhibit graded distributions within the gradient model, as opposed to the abrupt changes observed in the discrete model. The maximum magnitude of equivalent plastic strain in the monolithic NG material (0.17) is greater than those in both the discrete and gradient multilayers (0.14 and 0.13, respectively). However, the multilayered models (discrete and gradient) achieve deeper and a broader plastic deformation field than that of the monolithic NG material. These simulations further suggest that the structural multilayering and grading modified the stress and strain distribution and reduce the overall plastic strain level throughout the material under indentation conditions.
Discussion
Structural multilayering
The present experimental studies show the plastic deformed area for the MHSed material was markedly greater than that for monolithic NG (Figure 4) and this is consistent with the results obtained from FEA microindentation simulations, where the indenter increasingly induces the more compliant UFG core as the load increases (Figure 6c and d) . Further FEA simulations showed that the degree of energy dissipation (occurring by the inelastic deformation) of multilayered cases (discrete and gradient) increased with increasing load (Figure 6e) . These results indicate that the macroscopic indentation behavior was directly governed by the underlying micromechanics of the multilayered structure. The load-depth FEA simulations ( Figure 6 ) revealed that there was negligible difference in the load-depth response for the discrete and gradient models, suggesting that it is the overall structural multilayering that provides the effective macroscopic mechanical loading resistance rather than the grading.
Recent experimental nanoindentation studies, supported by cross-sectional electron microscopy observations, revealed that the multilayered structures provide a higher resistance to deformation than monolithic counterparts [25] [26] [27] . FEA simulations indicated that the structural layering modified the stress distribution and reduced the overall strain values, suppressing crack formation [28] . In our present study, the multilayered models (discrete and gradient) showed a considerable redistribution of the overall equivalent plastic strain field and a significant reduction in the maximum strain levels (Figure 7) . The plastic equivalent strain contours revealed an increased depth and strain area of plastic deformation for the multilayered systems compared with the monolithic NG material. This is a direct result of transferring the plastic strain to the underlying UFG core with a lower σ Y than the NG layer, thereby diffusing the total plastic deformation energy. The FEA results coincide with the experimental results presented in Figure 4 where the MHSed Ti diffuses plastic deformation over a greater region relative to the monolithic NG Ti.
Mechanical grading
The discrete and gradient models were shown to achieve similar macroscopic effective indentation modulus and microhardness (Figure 6 ). However, FEA simulations revealed differences in the stress and plastic equivalent strain distributions between gradient and discrete models after unloading (Figure 7) . The magnitude of the equivalent plastic deformation in the top A/NC and NG layers in the gradient system is lower than that experienced in the discrete system. Further, the magnitude and area of plastic deformation in the UFG core are greater in the gradient system compared with the discrete system. This result reveals that the reduction in the stresses and plastic deformation in the top layers is a direct consequence of the increased deformation and energy dissipation accommodated by the softer inner UFG core. Moreover, the mechanical gradations in the successive layers and junctions are observed to give rise to more gradual stress redistribution between component layers, as opposed to the abrupt stress changes observed in the discrete model (Figure 8) . Such graded stress distribution is believed to lessen the interface failure and increase the interfacial toughness, thus providing strong resistance to loading-damage [10, 29] .
The different transition patterns between elastic and plastic deformation shown in Figure 6 are consistent with the FEA simulation results. The smooth transitional region in the MHSed Ti is attributed to its graded stress distribution achieved by microstructural grading. The absence of any interfacial failure, such as delamination or fracture, observed between the layers in the MHSed Ti under indentation further confirms that mechanical gradations provide resistance to interfacial failures. The smaller magnitude of the stresses and plastic deformation within the "stiffer" top layers and the greater plastic deformation in "softer" inner UFG core for the gradient system diffuse the total plastic deformation energy and offer a suppression to strain localization which occurred in the monolithic NG Ti (Figure 4h ).
Cracks and stress concentrations
Identifying the linkage between stress and strain concentration and the initiation of cracks experimentally observed is one of the most important issues in FEA analysis. There are three types of cracks in hard materials under indentation conditions: edge, radial and lateral shear cracks (also known as delamination) [26, 28] . Edge cracks begin at the contact edge of the indentation and extend into the material, and are associated with the local tensile and shear stresses [28] . Lateral shear cracks are the result of shear strain localization arising from the high shear stress during indentation testing [30] . Radial cracks generally initiate directly under the indentation and propagates in a direction parallel to the indentation at excessive radial stresses [28] . The cracks observed in the present study (Figure 4d and f) agree well with the stress concentrations predicted by FEA simulations (Figure 7) . The location of the edge cracks observed experimentally in monolithic NG Ti are consistent with the tensile stress (S11) and shear stress (S12) locations where the maximum tensile stress and shear stress appear immediately below the indenter (Figure 7) . However, within the MHSed Ti, the stress (S11 and S12) variation is more gradual, with the shear stress reduced by 38% (0.21-0.13 GPa) at the maximum stress location. Such stress distribution and stress magnitude reduction explains the experimental observation that edge cracks were absent from the MHSed Ti but clearly occurred in monolithic NG Ti. The shear stresses in monolithic NG Ti are distributed over the plastic deformation region and coincide with the sites where shear bands were experimentally observed. With regards to the MHSed Ti, the multilayering and grading reduce the magnitude of maximum shear stress (Figure 7) , therefore, the shear localized deformation was absent in the MHSed Ti (Figure 4g ). These analyses reveal that multilayering and grading can significantly modify the stress field and effectively reduced the maximum stress concentration within the materials, thereby reduce the probability of cracks and shear localization which was commonly experienced in monolithic materials under indentation condition.
Other aspects contribute to the contact load-bearing
Our previous study [31] using micropillar compression testing has shown the deformationinduced precipitation of nanocrystals in the outer A/NC layer. The interaction of microcracks and shear bands with these nanocrystals allowed high ductility in this layer. This plasticity was evident in the present study by the indentation-induced deformation in the A/NC layer (Figure 4a and e) . Previous studies demonstrated that the inelastic deformation occurring in the graded ceramics can contribute toward the cone-crack suppression [11, 12] . The susceptibleness of the A/NC layer to deform plastically reduces the propensity for cracking under indentation condition.
Residual stress may also be contributing to crack suppression in the deformed MHSed Ti structure. Residual surface compressive stress can be induced by various techniques to improve the contact damage resistance and strength of many brittle materials [32] . Further, multilayering and mechanical grading of a surface is known produce complex residual stresses [33, 34] . The residual stress-depth profile analysis [20] revealed that the MHSed Ti has residual compressive stresses through the layers and a tensile stress at the NG layer/UFG core interface. The residual compressive stress in A/NC and NG layers act to arrest crack development and increase damage resistance, however the residual tensile stress at NG/UFG junction theoretically increases the propensity for crack initiation under contact loading. Given the absence of cracking at the NG/UFG interface, it appears the reduction of maximum stress and the attendant of redistribution of the stresses arising from multilayering and mechanical grading more than compensate for the residual tensile stress.
Summary and conclusions
In summary, we report on both the contact load-bearing response and underlying deformation mechanism for MHSed Ti using indentation testing in combination with detailed computational simulations of local stresses and plastic deformation strain distributions. The results provide evidence for enhanced contact load-bearing resistance and energy dissipation by introducing multilayers and mechanical gradations into the surface region of the UFG material. This material design strategy is expected to applicable to a broad class of metallic materials. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
(1) The MHSed Ti exhibited enhanced resistance to contact loading damage compared to the monolithic NG Ti. The multilayering and grading of UFG materials suppressed the formation of cracks and increased the loading damage resistance.
(2) The macroscopic indentation resistance of the MHSed Ti arises from the underlying micromechanics of the multilayered structure. The overall multilayered structure offers the effective macroscopic mechanical loading resistance, where the loading increasingly induces the more compliant structure to bear the deformation as the load increases.
(3) The mechanical gradation provides a transitional junction for stress redistribution and achieves a more gradual stress distribution between component layers. Such a graded stress distribution mitigates the interface failure and increases the interfacial toughness, thus providing strong resistance to loading damage.
(4) The microstructural multilayering and grading of UFG metal can significantly modify the stress field and effectively reduce the maximum stress concentration within the material, thereby reduce the probability of cracks and shear localization which are commonly experienced in monolithic materials under indentation conditions.
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